


Fire Fighting System

Working Process with:-

::Addressable Systems

::Smoke detector

::Fire Alarm

::Gas detector

::Heat detector

::Manual Call Point

::Hooters

::Conventional Panel

GAS BASED ::In addition to fire detection and alarm systems, organizations that 

have a dedicated server / rack rooms should have minimum gas suppression 

systems. The different types of gas suppression systems available are CO2, 

NAF SIII, FM 200 and Inergen.

FM 200 systems are operated by intelligent / conventional fire detection and alarm 

systems designed specially for fire extinguish ant agents. During fire, heat is generated

through the release of chemical energy in order for combustion to self propagate. 

FM 200 molecules rapidly absorb heat from within the chemical reaction so that the

temperature falls below the critical point and the fire is extinguished.

Water Based :: Firepro offers a range of Water Based Fire Protection Systems like 

Sprinkler, Hydrant, Pre-action Systems, Kitchen Hood System, High and Medium 

Velocity Mist Systems and Tank Foam System to suit individual fire protection needs.

Hydrant System ::A well designed and a well laid out Hydrant System forms the 

backbone of the entire fire fighting system. Hydrant Fire Protection System is designed

to fight fire of huge proportions, in all classes of risks. It is designed to be in operation 

even if a part of the affected structure collapses. This system consists of yard hydrant 

piping systems, internal hydrant piping, hose reel drums, hose cabinets, internal and 

external hydrant valves and set of pumps.

Sprinkler System: Sprinkler System provides the best form of protection, as it is 

designed to both detect and extinguish fire. The important aspect of this system is that

it directly attacks the seat of the fire, avoiding unnecessary floor wettings. With this 

system in place chances of fire spreading to other areas is also eliminated. 

Some other systems are ::

::Landing Valve

::Hose Reel

::Pump Room



CCTV Surveillance :: Hi-Tech CCTV Monitoring focus on the 

high quality measures by continually upholding high standards

of business process ethics. Deep industry knowledge 

state-of-the-art technology and competitive pricing and highly 

skilled of CCTV security monitoring services professionals enable

us to undertake and execute highly complicated CCTV remote 

monitoring tasks. 

Access Control :: Embedded control unit to support working 

under off-line condition with computer. Advanced programmable

functions for different level within groups to maximize 

management control.

Security: safeguards organizational security through 

comprehensive and secure login authentication. Control: 

provides centralized administration, control, and management

Efficiency: streamlines the user experience by automating 

logins, improving productivity, and reducing overall costs.

Boom Barriers: Automatic Boom Barriers offer efficient 

security at the exit and the entry points of Factories, Office

Complexes, Condominiums, Parking Lots, Toll Tax Plazas 

or any road - way entry where medium to heavy traffic is 

expected. 

Hotel Lock System: Intelligent hotel lock system is specially 

designed to meet the needs of modern hotels, maximum security,

individual style and low operation costs, etc. It is one the most 

successful products ever developed by us. We are very proud 

that over 2000 hotels are using ADEL locks at present and the

number is increasing. Intelligent hotel lock system consists of 

four parts: Door locks, Encoder for keycard, keycards and 

management software.

Light/Curtain Controller simplify home security, putting the 

control of  everything at the touch of a finger. Control your lights, 

televisions, and alarms at the same time remotely.



Automated security system is a specialized field dealing 

with specified requirements of homes in the usage of easy-to-use

technologies for security and comforts of the residents. 

Security automation includes all that a building automation provides

like the climate controls, door and window controls and security etc.

The new stream, automation home information system has 

developed into a vast one and the current market is flooded 

with a flurry of home automation system and device manufacturers. 

Home consumers like you have a choice to make that suits your 

pocket and need alike. Here are some of the types that you may 

want to consider.

The Key Units are -:

::  Video Door Phone

:: Security Phone

:: Lobby Phone (Entry Access Panel)

:: Screen Wall Pad

:: Front Door Camera

:: Window Detector

:: Controllers

:: GSM Dialers

:: Phone Dialers

:: Outdoor Sirens

:: Out Door Keypads

:: House Alarms

:: Wireless Keypad Doorbell

:: Panic Alarm

:: House Alarm

:: Loud Intercom

:: Power Supply
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